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Wine Experts for Cayman Cookout 2014 included:

Claude Blankiet

Given Claude Blankiet's proclivity for excellence and his wife Katherine's love of
 antiques, it isn't surprising that their search for an ideal site on which to build a
 world-class winery and residence took almost a decade. In 1996 the Blankiets
 purchased undeveloped land on the foothills of the Mayacamas Mountains and
 slowly transformed it into their Paradise Hills Vineyard with a state of the art
 winery and deep underground caves. Blankiet Estate wines were first produced in
 1999. Although they only make about 300 to 400 cases each of their proprietary
 red wines a year, they do everything it takes to get these wines near perfection.

Christopher Carpenter

Chris Carpenter is a man with an inquisitive drive and a thirst for knowledge. He is
 the winemaker for some of Napa Valley’s most prestigious wineries, including
 Cardinale, Lokoya, La Jota and Mt. Brave — where wines are made from the
 mountains. Chris has earned a reputation for taming Napa mountain tannins and
 creating legendary Cabernet Sauvignon, including four perfect 100 point wines.
 He believes in maximum attention in the vineyards and minimal intervention in the
 winery to create the purest expression of place.
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